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With abundantly joy I am presenting the class six mid-term report to you Mrs.
Zephaniah. The report is about academic matters of the class, behavior,
challenges and suggestions of the class.
Academic Progress
The learning and teaching progress in class six is greatly succeeded to meet the school
targets such as love for learning and desire for excellence in academic sphere. This is evidently
in their mid-term results whereby the overall class average is 35 (grade B), while in June
the overall class average was 30 (grade C). This success is due to frequent follow-up of
the pupil’s targets in Mathematics and behavior. Also studying techniques which make
pupils busy all the time were used by the class teacher to the pupils accordingly, such
techniques were; group discussions, daily quizzes and home works, not only that but
also pupils were highly encouraged to do self-assess and peer assess by using all the
resources Test yourself books, Atlases Get ready books and others of the like available
in the classroom.
Despite of getting success in class six within this term, also there are some areas of
improvements. Firstly, Parents are not treating their children on time when they get
sick, as the result pupils are spending more time at home without any health help, For
instance Lubinza Mashaka didn’t do all mid-term exams because he was serious sick at
home, and the problem started early before exams but he didn’t get help up to the
examination days.

Pupil’s behaviors
I am very proud with my class six pupils, because most of them are ready to be helped
in term of behavior. As a class teacher, I have the responsibility to help them to behave
well, I have done and I am still doing it. Up to now pupils are behaving very well, that
is why even the academic performance has changed from 30 averages in June to 35
averages in September. There are some pupils, who always try to show some elements
of bad behavior, but I always shape them early before the problem become bigger, these
pupils are Caren Ezekiel Honest, Lucy Bahati, Diana Mwita and Maria Mwita.
Suggestion for the next term
To begin with, Class six pupils should be treated like class seven because they are year
seven to be. The nature of these pupils is, when they are not treated accordingly
academically they always drop fast their performance. Now they have very good
academic average (35), if they will get more academic treatment they will be excellent
pupils and they will amaze the society as how they did when they were in class four.
Also, Tolerance to the pupils is highly needed. This class has pupils of different learning
abilities, so subject teachers should keep on helping the pupils of different abilities
without giving up and discouraging them. This will make them to love learning even if
some of them have low learning abilities.
Class six pupils and I, we are extending our special thanks to all people who are helping
the class to be outstanding academically, spiritually as well as socially. May our
Heavenly LORD keep on blessing you plentifully.

Every blessing
Mathias Thomas Samson
Class Teacher

